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PETER GUTHRIE (abt 1770 – abt 1840)

The earliest reference yet found to Peter Guthrie, merchant of St. George&#39;s, Grenada, is the
baptism at the Anglican church in that town of the Trst of his eight oUspring by Anne Thoy; the
child was born 5th May, 1811, and was christened Agnes Guthrie. Common law relationships
were quite usual in the West Indies, especially when the man had leZ a wife and children &quot;at
home&quot;, and it would not be surprising if evidence of such su\aces in connection with Peter.

The next snippet is among the shipping returns for the Po^ of St George’s, Grenada, held in the
Public Record O`ce in the UK. In January 1812, he was listed as the master of the 53-ton
sailing vessel “Two Brothers” (built in Argyle, Nova Scotia around 1800) which was carrying a
cargo of 20,000 wooden staves. By December of that same year, he had apparently become pa^
owner of the vessel he was still skippering.

He sat for a po^rait in oils; an extremely lifelike painting, it shows him relaxed but ale^, wearing
a white waistcoat under a dark jacket – which was typical men’s fashion of the 1830s.

The next child was a son, David
Robe^ Guthrie, born 18th July, 1812,
followed by Peter in August 1814.
The population of St. George&#39;s was
estimated that year at 4,616 persons.

In the &quot;St. George&#39;s Chronicle and
Grenada Gazele&quot; of 6 Jan 1815
appeared an announcement that the
Trm of Laurie and Guthrie had been
terminated. This may have been
Peter, who aZerwards seems to have
gone it on his own, in the end
successfully, if one is to judge by the
size and frequency of the ads he put
in the St. George&#39;s papers.

In 1817 was born daughter Anne,
followed in 1818 by son James. Anne
was to die in March of 1820, while
another son, John, was born in
December, 1821.

The paper printed the name of Peter
Guthrie many times during

succeeding years, in one connection or another:

5 Apr 1823: As Auctioneer General, PG was oUering for sale a negro woman slave and calle.
26 Apr 1823: PG was oUering for sale a mixed cargo from Guiria in Venezuela on his own

account.
6 Sep 1823: PG would auction the following Wed. two houses behind Mr. Collier&#39;s, on
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Deponthieu Street.
11 Dec 1824: PG adve^ising beef, buler, champaign (champagne), paint, etc., just arrived.
18 Dec 1824: PG wanted to buy: From 20 to 30 Head of good Calle and 40 to 50 Head of

Sheep, Tt for the use of His Majesty&#39;s Troops. Also, Thi^y Head of young oxen
and bulls, to break into the draZ, for which a fair price will be given.

In September, 1825, came another daughter, who was named Anne in place of her depa^ed
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